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IC WELCOME

Welcome to the latest edition of Inside Construction, the magazine of The 
Builders’ Conference and the official home of the BCLive league table, 
the UK’s ONLY real-time analysis of construction demand.

At the time of writing, Hollywood’s finest are – variously – patting themselves 
on the back or cursing their misfortune as the recent Academy Awards come to 
a close.   Only marginally less glittering were our own BCLive Awards which took 
place at The Savoy in London at the end of last year.

But while the Oscars are entirely subjective – just how do you compare a movie 
like The Shape of Water with another like Get Out – our awards are based entirely 
upon outstanding achievements, innovation and evidence.

And that evidence once again points to an industry that is proving resilient in the 
face of external economic pressures and political uncertainty.

Against this background, this issue is similarly upbeat and positive.
We hope you enjoy it.

Neil Edwards
CEO  The Builders’ Conference
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Age of the Ultra Sites
The Considerate Constructors Scheme has 

officially launched Ultra Site registration, 
following a 24-month pilot with a number 

of principal contactors and industry clients.
The most committed contractors and their supply 

chains across the UK and Ireland can now achieve 
Ultra Site status - the highest level of attainment 
within the Considerate Constructors Scheme - the 
organisation established to improve the image of 
construction.

Ultra Sites herald a new era in raising the 
considerate credentials of construction sites and their 
supply chains, with the ultimate objective to achieve 
integration of a contractor’s supply chain to meet and 
exceed the Scheme’s Code of Considerate Practice.

The ability for the principal contractors and their 
clients to now apply and be recognised as Ultra Sites, 
on specific construction projects, follows an extensive 
24-month pilot with a consortium of some of the 
country’s leading contractors and industry clients. 

They are:
• A14 Integrated Delivery Team, Highways 

England - Ultra Site: A14 Cambridge-Huntingdon 
Upgrade

• Canary Wharf Contractors’ Limited - Ultra Site: 
Southbank Place, London

• Galliford Try Partnerships South East - Ultra Site: 
Protheroe House, London

• Interserve - Ultra Site: Project Beagle, 
Birmingham

• Kier Construction - Ultra Site: Sports Park 2, 
Pontypridd

• Mulalley & Company - Ultra Site: Haringey Major 
Works, London 

• R G Carter - Ultra Site: UEA Blackdale 
Development, Norwich

• RG Group - Ultra Site: Sainsbury’s Supermarkets 
Ltd, Redhill

• Robert Woodhead - Ultra Site: Former Morley 
School, Nottingham

• Robertson Construction Group - Ultra Site: 
Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre 
(AECC), Aberdeen

• Tarmac - Ultra Site: Highways Partnering 
Agreement, Term Service Contract, 
Nottinghamshire

• Willmott Partnership Homes - Ultra Site: Trent 
Basin, Nottingham

These Ultra Sites represent the absolute pinnacle 
of achievement through contractors, clients and 
their supply chains collaborating on every level to 
demonstrate the highest standards of considerate 
construction, in line with the Scheme’s Code of 
Considerate Practice.

“Achieving exceptional performance through 
greater collaboration with the supply chain is at the 
very core of being an Ultra Site. The construction 
industry’s desire and dedication to continually raise the 
bar to the highest standards in this key area is clearly 
evident with the success of the Ultra Sites pilot,” says 
Considerate Constructors Scheme Chief Executive 
Edward Hardy.   “The Scheme is now being inundated 
with requests from principal contractors and clients of 
construction projects to commit to being an Ultra Site. 
We are delighted with this enthusiasm from the industry 
and we look forward to showcasing how more Ultra 
Sites across the UK and Ireland are taking considerate 
construction to the next level.”
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A design that is as respectful as it is exciting  
are the hallmarks of the £57 million new Emily 
Wilding Davison Building at Royal Holloway, 

University of London’s Egham campus, clad using 
Proteus HR TECU Bronze materials.

The east side of the striking 10,000 m2 building, which 
expands the university’s library provision, now features 
the beautiful brown-red to brown-grey and ochre tones of 
Proteus HR’s TECU Bronze cladding panels.

The scheme, designed by Associated Architects, features 
Proteus HR panels which consist of an aluminium honeycomb 
core for strength and rigidity, structurally bonded between two 
thin gauges of TECU Bronze material, to create an optically 
flat face with tight radii. The Proteus HR cladding is fixed to 
composite panels that incorporate high levels of insulation.

The Emily Wilding Davison Building is a striking design yet 
one that sits harmoniously in a site steeped in history, flanked 
on one side by the Grade I listed Gothic revival building and 
surrounded by one of the most beautiful natural campus 
landscapes of any university in the world.

Proteus HR TECU Bronze was selected by Associated 
Architects because the ochre’s, browns and reds resulting 

from the natural weathering of the material was considered 
to harmonise with the colour of the brick and clay roof tiles of 
the Grade I structure beyond.

The size and shape of the TECU Bronze cladding panels 
featured heavily during the design stage, with a decision 
taken to go with elongated portrait format panels with 
horizontal joints that aligned with projecting feature ‘tree-
house’ meeting pods.

The sensitive design response came out of a number of 
constraints imposed by topological aspects of the site, with 
one principal factor being a need to limit the height of the 
new building so that it remained clearly subservient to the 
Gothic Revival Grade I Listed Founders Building.

In response, the Emily Wilding Building doesn’t exceed 
three storeys above ground, whilst use of the vertical module 
TECU Bronze cladding panels avoids the façade appearing 
squat. A basement floor was excavated into the sloping site, 
maximising the useable space.

Proteus Façade’s TECU Bronze, which is an alloy of copper 
and zinc, provides the façade with outstanding mechanical 
abrasion and corrosion resistant properties as well as being 
maintenance free.

Proteus 
Bags Bronze
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building, as well as additional parking spaces added 
on site to accommodate more staff.

“With Slough billed as one of the best places 
to live and work in the country, it’s sure to see its 
population increase. Being able to deliver modern, 
future-proof schools, quickly and cost-effectively is an 
important planning consideration,” says James York, 
area director at Morgan Sindall.   “We’re incredibly 
pleased to be working with the council to enhance the 
education offering in the area, and it’s gratifying to 
mark this milestone in the school’s expansion.”

Lawrence Smith, headteacher at Wexham School, 
said: “I am exceptionally proud that Slough Borough 
Council chose Wexham to invest in. Redeveloping 
and adding these fantastic facilities to our already 
impressive Science, Technology and Creative Arts – and 
of course Sports facilities – we will really have a school 
fit for 21st century education. This combined with our 
recent Ofsted inspection in November 2017, where the 
school was judged Good in all areas, will give us the 
launch pad we need to be a truly great school.”

Construction work is due to be completed by  
winter 2018.

Morgan Sindall, has celebrated a major 
milestone in its work expanding 
Wexham School Sports College, 

Slough, with a steel signing ceremony.
Headteacher Lawrence Smith was joined by the 

school’s year seven and eight students, teachers and 
governors, as well as representatives from Morgan 
Sindall, Slough Borough Council and Slough Urban 
Renewal (SUR) management team, to mark the occasion.

SUR is an innovative public-private partnership 
between Slough Borough Council and Morgan Sindall 
Investments Ltd, which is driving regeneration across 
the town, delivering new leisure facilities and housing, 
along with community and school buildings.

The work at Wexham School is part of the 
council’s ambitious school places programme – a 
multi-million pound investment in primary and 
secondary school buildings, extensions and new 
schools – to provide enough places for Slough’s 
current and future young people.

The £10 million pound project is creating a new 
three-storey teaching block, to allow for the school’s 
expansion into an eight-form entry secondary school. 
There has also been internal alterations to the existing 

Signing of the times
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MEPC, the manager and 
developer of Milton Park, 
has today announced 

that 141 Park Drive has been 
practically completed and is now 
fully available for occupation. 
141 is one of three buildings 
at the £24 million speculative 
development, Park Drive East, at 
Milton Park in Oxfordshire.

141 Park Drive East offers 42,000 sq 
ft of high quality accommodation. It 
has been delivered to provide a high 
degree of flexibility for both office and 
laboratory users which has recently 
been unseen in speculative buildings. 
This is in order to accommodate 
continuing demand for best-in-class, 
well-located office and laboratory 
space in the region, particularly from 
innovative occupiers, including science 
and technology businesses embarking 
on R&D activities.

Park Drive East comprises three 
buildings (141, 142 and 143 Park Drive) 

over 110,000 sq ft and is one of the 
region’s largest speculative office and 
laboratory developments. Following the 
practical completion of 141 Park Drive 
East, completion of 142 and 143, the 
two hi-tech laboratory facilities totalling 
68,000 sq ft, is set to follow in February 
this year.

Construction work on the three 
buildings began in February 2017 and, 
in early summer 2017, MEPC signed 
a pre-let agreement with existing 
occupier Oxford Immunotec Global 
PLC, a global NASDAQ-listed, high-
growth diagnostics company which 
took the whole of 143 Park Drive. 
In September, the Park Drive East 
development reached its half way 
milestone, with the work continuing to 
progress strongly.

Occupiers making an early 
commitment to the development can 
apply for business rate discounts of up 
to £275,000 as part of the Science Vale 
Enterprise Zone.

“We are delighted to announce 
the practical completion of 141 Park 
Drive East, which marks another key 
milestone in the successful delivery 
of our Park Drive East scheme. Our 
priority at Milton Park is to create an 
attractive environment where innovative 
businesses can thrive and expand, as 
well as drive job creation and help to 
bolster the local economy,” says Philip 
Campbell, Commercial Director for 
Milton Park at MEPC.   “Park Drive 
East was designed specifically with 
the requirements of both existing 
and new occupiers in mind. In recent 
years, Milton Park has seen almost full 
occupancy, and Park Drive East has 
been built to help meet the growing 
demand for science and business space 
at both Milton Park and in the wider 
Oxfordshire area. We’re looking forward 
to welcoming Oxford Immunotec to the 
scheme and others who would like to 
join the Milton Park community.”

Park Life
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Morgan Sindall has celebrated 
reaching the topping out stage of its 
work building the new £13 million 

Stoneywood Primary School in the Bucksburn 
area in the north of Aberdeen.

Council Co-Leaders Jennifer Laing and Douglas 
Lumsden, along with Councillor John Wheeler, 
Education and Children’s Services Convener, and 
representatives from Morgan Sindall unveiled a 
rooftop plaque at the site of the former Bankhead 
Academy, which was demolished following a fire in 
2012.

The single-storey project will feature a sensory 
garden, an orchard with insect and bird boxes and 
open spaces of grass for sports and games. The 
building is being constructed using a cross-laminated 
timber framework covered in a range of external 
finishes including glass, render and cladding. It 

Morgan Sindall Goes to School
also includes a number of 
sustainable features including 
low energy central heating and 
solar UV panels.

Morgan Sindall’s site team 
has completed the external 
structure and electrical works, 
and is now putting the finishing 
touches to the glazing. The 
building is on schedule for a 
spring 2018 handover, and the 
new school will open its doors 
to 434 pupils for the new 2018 
school year.

“Topping out is an important 
milestone in a construction 
project and it’s great to mark 
the occasion,” says Stuart 
Parker, managing director of 
Morgan Sindall in Scotland.   
“We’re very pleased to be 
making such good progress 

on what is a valuable addition to the education 
offering in the local area, and one which breathes new 
life and purpose into a derelict site.” Head Teacher 
Gael Ross said: “We are such a strong community at 
Stoneywood, pupils, staff and parents alike. It will be 
just great to be in our new home and everyone is really 
looking forward to it.”

Councillor Wheeler said: “This is a fantastic 
milestone for the new Stoneywood School which will 
be another amazing addition to capital investment 
in education across Aberdeen. This year alone we 
have seen the opening of the £5 million Greenbrae 
School extension and the ground-breaking Centre of 
Excellence at Orchard Brae and we also have the new 
Lochside Academy to look forward to as well.  We’re 
delighted that pupils and staff at Stoneywood will have 
such a great facility to come to when the new school 
year begins.”

“We are such a strong community at Stoneywood, pupils, staff 

and parents alike. It will be just great to be in our new  

home and everyone is really looking forward to it.”
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Take a Bow
Advised by Montagu Evans, 

Southern Housing Group – 
one of the largest housing 

associations in the south east of 
England – has acquired the Calor 
Gas and Ideal Furniture sites in 
Bromley-by-Bow, East London, 
for £31m. The two sites will form 
Phase 3 of Bow River Village, 
one the Group’s largest multi-
tenure developments in London, 
and provide a minimum of 400 
much-needed quality homes for 
affordable rent, shared ownership 
and private sale.

Bow River Village is located close to 
the A12 and is bounded to the east by 
the River Lea. Phase 1 of the project 
delivered 219 homes and 10,000 sq ft 
(929 sqm) of commercial space in 2016, 
and Phase 2, which is set to complete 

in 2019, will bring forward a further 
112 homes for affordable rent, shared 
ownership, and private tenures.

Other benefits of the project include 
improvements to the towpath and 
neighbouring River Lea, with improved 
access to the river from the West. 
Southern Housing Group is also 
working with fellow developers Vastint 
across the river to deliver a new bridge 
improving connections to open space 
and transport for local residents.

“We’re delighted to have completed 
the acquisition of the Calor Gas and 
Ideal Furniture sites, and have the 
opportunity to further our commitment 
to bring about substantial change 
for the local community,” says Alan 
Townshend, Group Development 
Director at Southern Housing Group.   
“With Phase 1 and Phase 2, we’ve set 

out to successfully transform a former 
industrial site into a new attractive 
development to meet the local housing 
demand while also contributing to the 
wider regeneration of Bromley-by-Bow. 
Added to our most recent acquisition, 
this means that in total we’ll be 
investing an estimated £300m to deliver 
over 700 quality new homes across a 
range of tenures in East London.”

David Tannahill, Head of Acquisitions 
and Partnerships at Southern Housing 
Group, added: “Alongside our partners, 
we’ve worked hard to complete this 
acquisition and are very pleased with 
the result. The current owners will 
stay on site for the next two years, 
giving us time to work on our planning 
application to deliver the best possible 
scheme for the area.”
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Bellway Homes has renewed its 
longstanding contracts with Wylex 
and Volex Accessories, reinforcing 

the electrical installation equipment 
manufacturers’ reputation for product 
quality, national distribution and customer 
service.

Wylex Domestic Circuit Protection and Volex 
Wiring Accessories are self-specified by Bellway 
for all electrical contractors working on its 
developments nationwide.   The contracts, which 
have been in place for the past 10 years, are now 
extended for a further three years. 

As one of the UK’s biggest housebuilders, 
Bellway Homes requires electrical components 
for nearly 10,000 new build properties every 
year.  These are located in 16 geographical 
regions that cover the whole UK, meaning that 
Bellway requires suppliers with a secure, reliable 

Bellway Commits to 
Volex Accessories 

stock holding – something Volex Accessories 
and Wylex parent company Electrium can easily 
accommodate thanks to its national distribution 
network.

According to Chris Hogarth, National Sales 
Manager at Electrium, the contract renewal is 
good news for everybody.

“Knowing that Bellway remain committed to us 
until 2020 is highly rewarding for our team and 
our stockist network. Likewise, Bellway’s electrical 
contractors can keep using reliable, easy to install 
components from Volex Accessories and Wylex, 
to support the high quality of electrical installation 
demanded by Bellway.  For Bellway, customer 
service is also key. They know they can always pick 
up the phone and that any issues will be dealt with 
promptly and effectively,” Hogarth concludes.   
“We’re delighted to be extending our excellent 
relationship for the next three years.”
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Max Fordham has let 
daylight into Southbank’s 
Hayward Gallery, 

achieving Henry Moore’s original 
vision 50 years after opening.   
The company redesigned the 66 
iconic pyramids on the roof of the 
gallery, allowing it to be flooded 
with daylight.

Inspired by the Brutalist architecture 
of the Mappin Terraces at London 
Zoo, Hayward Gallery is one of several 
striking and fierce concrete masses 
sitting on London’s Southbank. Since 
its opening in 1968, the challenges in 
its design have been hotly debated, 
most notably the lighting, about 
which sculptor Henry Moore noted 
“God’s daylight… is a matter of utmost 
importance”.

Until its recent two-year renovation, 
culminating in its re-opening last month, 
Hayward Gallery received almost no 
daylight at all, with the glazed pyramid-
shaped rooflights failing to perform 
their intended use.

Max Fordham’s work on the project 
began in 2009, collaborating with 
Haworth Tomkins architects on a 
daylight feasibility and options study. 
Subsequent work and the final design 
was carried out with FCBS architects as 
part of the “Let the Light in” initiative, 
which received funding from Arts 
Council England and Heritage Lottery 
Fund, as well as public donations. 
The design team were given a brief 
to maintain the aesthetic form of the 

building, utilising the 66 pyramid 
rooflight structures, to allow the upstairs 
gallery to be flooded with natural light 
during daylight hours.

The role of lighting in a gallery is a 
distinctive one – to allow the space to 
be lit for purpose, while limiting light 
exposure in line with conservation 
standards, protecting the ‘delicate 
skin’ of many of the works of art. Max 
Fordham were able to achieve Henry 
Moore’s original intentions with a 
gallery lighting design that comprised 
of 3 main components: the passive 
provision and control of daylight by 
the architecture; a system of computer-
controlled blinds, and the internal 
electric lights. The existing pyramids 
were removed and replaced with a new 
design utilising a mixture of clear and 
translucent glass, to form a shading 
pattern, blocking direct sunlight from 
entering the gallery spaces while 
maximising the daylight potential.

Due to the complex nature of the 
roofscape, Max Fordham created Beam 
Tracer, a computer program to simulate 
multiple specular reflections of sunlight 
beams, allowing the team to design the 
pyramids in a way that considered the 
characteristics of light from different 
angles, including the intensity and 
colour.

The end products are in fact illusions 
of pyramids, created by metal frames 
which define the edges of the shape, 
but leaving the two north facing panes 
absent.

Every three months the Hayward 
Gallery is home to a new exhibition that 
often requires a new configuration of 
the internal walls. The team designed 
the blinds to be individually controllable 
and able to provide different lighting 
conditions depending on the use of the 
gallery.

Senior Engineer at Max Fordham 
Hareth Pochee said:  “The combined 
challenges of working within the 
constraints of an existing structure, and 
the need to retain the iconic multi-
pyramid roofscape form proved a 
distinctly challenging brief that we both 
embraced and enjoyed.”

The building itself is made of 
reinforced concrete, and as such posed 
challenges of its own. Max Fordham 
designed the replacement data and 
power systems and controls, as well as a 
new air conditioning system.

Project engineer Stuart Humber 
noted:   “Brutalist design can make a 
services refurbishment quite difficult, 
perhaps one of the reasons the 
Hayward still had many of its original 
systems. Pipes, wires and ducts are 
deeply integrated in the building 
fabric and replacement work needed 
to be planned in a sensitive way. With 
care and consideration, renovations 
of historic buildings such as Hayward 
Gallery can be carried out successfully 
and bring benefits of new technology 
and greater energy efficiency.”

Let There Be Light



The BCLive league table recorded more than 300 
companies winning new work in the month of February. 
As has become the norm, Greater London was yet again 
the busiest region, generating just over £1 billion in new 
contract awards. Equally predictably, housing was the 
busiest sector. However, it is notable that infrastructure 
– a combination of roads, rail and airports – generated 
more than £625 million in new contract awards.

In a month in which the Top 11 companies on the 
BCLive league table each bagged more than £100 million 
worth of new work, it is notable that a number of them 
did so with multiple contract awards. Galliford Try 
claimed seven new contract awards to take the number 
four spot; Willmott Dixon took fifth spot with nine 
awards; and ISG compiled 10 new contract awards to 
take the number seven spot. Even Morgan Sindall which 
narrowly missed out on a Top 10 finish collected 10 new 
contract awards worth a combined £95.5 million that took 
it to number 12 on the table.

When work is hard to come by, multiple contract 
awards often suggest a degree of desperation; a focus on 
turnover to keep the company wheels turning. That does 
not seem to be the case this month. In a post-Carillion 
world, we are receiving reports of companies actively 
walking away from contracts that do not fit their remit or 
their profitability profile.

Quite how long such a strategy will last remains to 
be seen. But a switch from the vanity of turnover to the 
sanity of profit is surely to be welcomed and applauded.

14

NEIL EDWARDS
The Builders’ Conference  CEO

February is the shortest month of the year. 
Notwithstanding the icy blast that has blown in 
from Russia bringing roads, rail networks and 
airports to a standstill, it is generally the coldest 

month of the year. And while new construction starts are 
often held over for a January start, February normally 
brings with it an industry-wide lull.

But, in typically contrarian fashion, the UK 
construction industry has no truck with such concerns 
and traditions and has – once again – delivered a stellar 
performance on new contract awards that have taken the 
BCLive league table over the £4 billion monthly total yet 
again.

Scaling the snowy peak to plant its flag at the top of 
the BCLive league table for the second successive month 
is Kier Group which collected 11 new contract awards 
worth a combined value of £304.3 million. The largest of 
these is a £180 million refurbishment and repair contract 
on the M6.

BAM could (and possibly still might) have actually 
topped the tree this month. It claimed second spot with 
as part of a £300 million joint venture with Morgan 
Sindall for the Smart Motorway refurbishment and repair 
contract on Junctions 4 to 11 on the M27 in Hampshire; 
but it is not yet clear how that £300 million will be 
divided between the two joint venture partners. BAM also 
claimed third spot independently, picking up three new 
contract awards worth a combined total of £265 million. 
The most notable of these is a £100 million new build 
mixed-use development at Atlantic Square in Glasgow for 
client Taylor Clark Properties.

The nation might be in the icy grip of the “Beast from the 
East” but the UK construction industry has a warm glow 
about it thanks to another positive month on the BCLive 
league table. The Builders’ Conference CEO Neil Edwards 
looks through the blizzard to analyse the figures.

SANITY 
over Vanity
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Quick review of BCLive  
table for February 2018

• 35no companies were detailed as winning new 
contracts during January 2017

• 502no new construction orders are detailed on 
BCLive

• Kier Group secure overall top spot with £304.3 
million of new work

• New order winners in £1M to £5M category was 
Engie UK a regeneration company based across the 
UK & the £1M and under category went to Clark 
Contracts from Renfrewshire in Scotland

• Kier Group also secured the most number of new 
construction orders in the month with 11no
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A new report from BRE Trust 
explores opportunities to 
address challenges in the 

built environment industry using 
blockchain technology. 

Distributed Ledger Technology (of 
which blockchain is one application) 
is a digital record of the economic 
transactions or changes in the 
ownership of an asset. The information 
is shared and continually updated on a 
network of computers simultaneously, 
whilst secured through cryptography. 
This means that while allowing digital 
information to be distributed, but not 
copied, a blockchain is both transparent 
and incorruptible. 

The new report, ‘Blockchain - 
feasibility and opportunity assessment’, 
draws insights from two workshops run 
by the BRE Trust in partnership with 
Constructing Excellence and industry 
professionals. The issues it covers 
include: 

The potential for better ‘track and 
trace’ of products throughout their life 
cycles, to give a clear picture of where 
they came from, who supplied them 
and who installed them,

The evolution of distributed energy 
systems to support more localised 
energy creation and use,

The use of blockchain technology 
to help tackle modern slavery and 

New BRE research paper explores how blockchain technology can 
benefit the built environment industry

Blockchain in the 
Built Environment
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human trafficking by creating more 
transparency in construction supply 
chains, 

Connected districts and cities with 
the Internet of Things – blockchain 
technology offers a distributed system 
of registers, all of which are connected 
through a secure validation mechanism.

Dr Shamir Ghumra; Director of 
the Centre of Sustainable Products 
said, “This report will help inform 
the current debate on Distributed 
Ledgers and Blockchains; there are 
many opportunities and synergies 
we can explore with this evolving 
technology for the betterment of the 
built environment itself but importantly 
we should see direct benefit and 
engagement with all parts of the value 
chain.”

The report presents how blockchain 
could be applied to a wide range of 
built environment sectors, but each 
potential application comes with 
questions and implications that warrant 
further investigation. 

For example, in an industry that relies 
heavily on the regulation, certification 
and verification of products and 
services, the risk of human error when 
creating coding raises the question of 

The report, ‘Blockchain - feasibility and opportunity assessment’,  
is available from http://bregroup.com

whether a private or a public blockchain 
would be more appropriate. While 
both act as distributed peer-to-peer 
networks, private blockchains have 
organisations or governing bodies 
retaining control and verifying all users 
of the system. Artificial intelligence 
and sensing technologies could also 
help reduce the human-error risk factor, 
and provide a means of automatically 
certifying and verifying application 
processes.

Also, large public blockchains 
currently require huge amounts of 
energy to extract – ‘or mine’ – the 
information needed to create the 
blocks – ie the records – that are linked 
to form the chains. With an increased 
focus on optimum efficiency and 
sustainability, the built environment 
industry will need to find new solutions 
to address this issue. The potential 
to disrupt and change the way parts 
of the built environment work and 
create value is about to take the jump 
forward, as Mark Farmer, Co-Chair of 
Constructing Excellence said [we need 
to] “Modernise or Die”.

“...we should see  
direct benefit and  
engagement with 
all parts of the value 
change..” 

http://bregroup.com
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Murderous 
THOUGHTS

A new report suggests 
that almost a quarter of 
UK construction workers 
have harboured murder-
ous thoughts towards 
their boss or line manager.   
Mark Anthony reports

I became a self-employed freelance on 1 June 
1990 so I haven’t had a boss for almost 
28 years.   So perhaps I am out of touch 

with the trials and tribulations of modern 
employment.

But I recently received a press release detailing the 
findings of a new report based on a survey of more 
than 2,000 UK workers.   And I must admit that the 
findings are shocking.

Around 73 % of the people surveyed believed they 
could do their boss’s job better than their boss.

52 % of respondents said they hated their job 
specifically because of their boss.

More than a quarter of construction and demolition 
workers surveyed said they hated their job.

But those findings pale into insignificance compared 
to the biggest take-away from the survey.

According to the report, approximately one in ten 
people have had murderous thoughts about their 
boss.   That in itself is bad enough.   

But in the construction sector, almost a quarter of 
those surveyed in the Expert Market report admitted 
to having thought about killing their line manager.

Of course, almost a quarter of construction workers 
harbouring murderous thoughts about their boss is 
a great headline grabber.   It certainly captured my 
attention.   But there was more to the report.

Overall, more than half of respondents said that they 
hate their job specifically because of their boss.  In 
fact, one in five workers said that they would actually 
turn down a pay rise in favour of firing their manager 

because they think their boss is not fit for purpose.   
All in all, more than a third of people admitted that 
they dread going to work and nearly 60 percent said 
they felt pressure to catch up on tasks during non-work 
hours. 

A fifth of people admitted to working four to six 
hours extra every week for free, with one in ten 
working seven to nine hours extra with no additional 
pay.   Disappointing interpersonal relationships with 
bosses were further highlighted when respondents 
were quizzed on day-to-day interactions with their 
seniors. 

Nearly a quarter of respondents said they would 
ignore their boss in the street;

41 % said they avoid their boss at work events 

45 % classified their boss as a control freak.

44 % said their bosses set them impossible tasks

And a half of respondents said they had taken the 
blame for their boss’ mistakes.

Most of the time, I work alone.   I can go hours and 
even days without any form of human interaction 
outside the guy that hands me my coffee at Starbucks.   
I have, on occasion, found myself discussing article 
and video ideas with my two boxer dogs.   But based 
on the findings of this survey, I am glad that I am 
neither an employer or an employee.

You can read the more detailed findings  
of the report here:   
https://tinyurl.com/ybacnnm2

https://tinyurl.com/ybacnnm2
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The Scheme, which makes around 15,000 
monitoring visits to construction sites, 
companies and suppliers every year, 

surveyed over 1000 people to find out why 
women still only represent a meagre 11% 
of the construction industry workforce. The 
Campaign provides a variety of practical steps 
that can be taken to address this issue in the 
short, medium and long term.

The survey findings also
revealed that 

94% of respondents agreed that the industry 
would benefit from employing more women.

76% said there are no construction jobs which 
only men can do.

74% said there should not be quotas for hiring 
women into construction.

It is clear from the survey, that although some results 
appear encouraging, there is still a huge amount 
to be done, particularly in addressing sexism and 
changing misguided perceptions of what a career in 
construction offers to women.

‘Spotlight on…women in construction’ pulls 
together the latest and greatest examples of best 
practice, case studies from women working across the 
construction industry, legal requirements and links to 

useful organisations encouraging women to work in 
construction.

The Campaign extends the Scheme’s influence in 
this important area; by complementing the Scheme’s 
monitoring Checklist which asks several questions 
about equality and diversity to raise standards across 
the thousands of Scheme-registered sites, companies 
and suppliers; and the role of the industry mascot, 
Honor Goodsite in visiting hundreds of schools across 
the UK and Ireland every year. 

The importance of having role models is 
absolutely critical. As such, ‘Spotlight on…women 
in construction’ has interviewed a number of women 
within the industry to examine what opportunities 
and challenges they have faced and why construction 
offers a great career for women of all ages, 
backgrounds and skills.

Case study contributions include: Roma Agrawal, 
(Structural Engineer at AECOM and a Director of the 
CCS); Stephanie Bennett, (trainee Quantity Surveyor, 
Morgan Sindall); Victoria Betts, (Senior Site Manager, 
Higgins Construction), Sally Cave, (first qualified female 
Gas Membrane Installer in the UK); Margaret Conway, 
(Project Manager for McAleer & Rushe and winner of 
CIOB Construction Manager of the Year 2017 Award); 
Michèle Dix (Managing Director, Crossrail 2); Katie 
Kelleher (Crane Operator, Laing O’Rourke); Eillish 
Kwai (Employment and Skills Manager, Ardmore); 
Kath Moore, (Carpenter and Chief Executive, Women 
into Construction); and Megan Robinson (Technical 
Coordinator at Barratt Developments plc).

The UK and Ireland campaign ‘Spotlight on...women in construction’ 
has been launched by the Considerate Constructors Scheme to boost 
the much-needed industry effort to attract more women into the 
construction industry.

Here 
Come

the 
Girls 
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“Women are still underrepresented at present but I 
think we are starting to move in the right direction. We 
need to recognise the need for more flexible working 
arrangements, especially if we are to encourage 
women back after taking time off for children,” says 
Managing Director for Crossrail 2, Michèle Dix.   “I 
think there are lots of opportunities out there and one 
message I would give to my fellow women colleagues 
is “go for them!”. Be confident in your own abilities. 
The industry has so much to offer.”

Site Manager for Higgins Construction, Victoria 
Betts said: “In the time I have been working in the 
industry there has definitely been an increase in the 
amount of females working in it. The Considerate 
Constructors Scheme has been a big driving force in 
this as it insists on facilities for females that previously 
would not have been in place.”

Considerate Constructors Scheme Chief 
Executive, Edward Hardy said: “Thank you to 
everyone who has contributed to ‘Spotlight on…
women in construction’. The Campaign provides 
a must-read set of resources for organisations 
and individuals who would like to improve their 
standards of considerate construction – with the aim 
of driving greater equality, diversity and inclusion 
throughout our industry.

“Not only is it imperative that standards must be 
raised in this area, in order to help encourage more 
women into the industry, but a more equal and 
diverse workforce also brings greater collaboration, 
creative thinking and more inclusive workplaces. 
This can only be a positive step in helping to 
improve the image of the UK and Irish construction 
industries.”
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With the recent news 
of construction giant 
Carillion entering into 

liquidation, many contractors 
are looking at ways in which 
to protect themselves against 
employer insolvency and the 
measures contractors can take 
to mitigate the risks to their 
businesses when negotiating the 
terms of a contract and during 
the construction phase of a 
development.

A common occurrence with 
contractors is that recent developments 
show employers have not priced 
projects correctly. This has led to 
employers receiving tenders at higher 
sums than funders expected. As a result, 
they often find themselves running short 
of cash before a project is completed. 
To avoid such a situation, it is vital that 
contractors take provisions within the 
building contract to protect payment, 
which could include:

• Building in shortened payment 
periods 

• Suggesting an escrow account 
• Creating a project bank account 
• Weighted stage payments

If the employer becomes insolvent, 
any retention monies held by the 
employer may be difficult to recover. 
Most contracts will state that the 
retention is not held in escrow. In some 
cases, an employer may agree not 
to deduct a retention from payments 
to the contractor in exchange for the 
contractor procuring a retention bond 
in favour of the employer. Typically in 

the UK, a retention bond will be an on-
demand bond.

The building contract should 
specifically permit the contractor to 
terminate its employment on employer 
insolvency. This is important because 
insolvency is not automatically a breach 
of contract in common law.

The definition of insolvency in the 
building contract should include all 
possible varieties under English law.  
However, note that many rights to 
terminate a contract in the event of 
insolvency are reciprocal, so by arguing 
for a wide definition of insolvency for 
the employer, the contractor will be 
subjecting itself to the same regime.

Retention of title clause expressly 
reserves the contractor’s rights over 
materials used in the project. It is 
generally ineffective once materials are 
fixed, but reserves the contractor’s title 
over unfixed materials.

Rights should be conditional on 
payment by the employer. A contractor 
proposes provisions that suspend the 
employer’s rights to copy and use the 
design documents if the employer fails 
to pay the contractor in accordance with 
the building contract. 

In the UK, ‘pay when paid’ 
provisions in construction contracts are 
unenforceable, except to the extent that 
they apply only in a case of ‘upstream 
insolvency’. Accordingly, in the UK, 
a contractor should include a ‘pay 
when paid’ clause, limited to employer 
insolvency, in its sub-contracts. This 
would mean that the contractor is 
not required to make payment to its 
sub-contractors if it has not received 
payment itself.

Get Protected
The sudden if not entirely unexpected demise of Carillion could have 
a major impact on many UK demolition companies.   With fears rising 
that other blue chip and household name main contractors might be 
similarly vulnerable, Phil Morrison, Head of Construction and Partner 
at Shulmans LLP looks at how specialist and sub-contractors might 
protect themselves against employer insolvency.
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Get Protected
In order to protect yourself during the 

construction phase of a development, 
you should monitor the employer for 
signs of impending insolvency. Some of 
the warning signs include: 

Official announcements to 
shareholders or the stock market, such 
as a profit warning.

• Rumours about the employer’s 
financial position in the press and 
from other sources.

• Delayed payment to the 
contractor and/or contractors on 
other projects.

• Inexplicably personnel and 
removed from the project.

• Unexpected or unexplained 
omissions from the project.

• The employer suspends the 
project without explanation.

• Late filing of accounts or annual 
returns at Companies House.

• Unsatisfied court judgments 
against the employer. 

As a further precaution, it 
is advisable to:

Conduct Regular and complete 
invoicing - you should make 
applications for payment in accordance 
with the agreed payment schedule and 
must not allow sums owed to it by the 
employer to mount up.

Adhere To strict compliance with the 
building contract - make all claims 
under the building contract within the 
contractual time limits. Failure to do so 
may result in losing your right to claim. 

Consider Starting an adjudication 
before the employer goes insolvent - 
once they become insolvent, the court 
(or an insolvency practitioner) may 
have to give permission before a claim 
against them is started. Adjudication is 
therefore a quick and effective method 
and the difference between securing 
payment before the employer becomes 
insolvent and ending up in a queue of 
unsecured creditors.

What to do if the  
employer goes insolvent: 

Secure plant equipment and materials. This is particularly 
important for plant and equipment that is on hire or may 
be needed for other projects.

Review payment obligations to sub-contractors, 
professional consultants and suppliers. The contractor 
may be entitled to withhold payment in some situations. 

Do not terminate the building contract without 
considering the situation. 

Contact the employer or the insolvency practitioner and 
anyone else interested in the project, such as a funder. 
These parties may wish to complete the project using 
the contractor, either by novating the original contract or 
entering into a new arrangement with the contractor.

Monitor insolvency proceedings. If necessary, submit a 
proof of debt to recover a share of any monies available 
to unsecured creditors.

If the contractor is the largest creditor, it is possible to 
influence who is appointed as the liquidator.  Whilst this 
will not guarantee any payment, it will give confidence 
that matters are being properly dealt with.  

• For more information or to discuss how your business 
can protect itself against employer insolvency, please 
visit www.shulmans.co.uk or 
call 0113 297 8934.

Phil Morrison, Head of Construction at Shulmans

http://www.shulmans.co.uk
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Sadie Garland-Kenny from Travis Perkins who received her certificate said:  “The 
DofE Award is important to me because this is will mark the completion of a journey 
which has changed my life. It has given me a confidence I never thought I would 

have which is proving to bring me lots of opportunities”.
Travis Perkins is a great supporter of The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award and recognises how the 

programme allows individuals to develop the practical and social skills the organisation is looking for. 
As such, the company offers 15 places a year to women (under the age of 23) to start their DofE. The 
rationale behind this is to help support the personal development of ambitious women starting their 
careers with Travis Perkins and to accelerate their progression in the construction industry.

Helen Smith, HR Director from Travis Perkins, said: “At Travis Perkins we are really proud to offer our 
young female employees the chance to undertake The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. We truly believe 
that it equips our staff with a huge array of transferable skills that will help them have a productive and 
prosperous future.”

Achieving a Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award is no easy task and shows that young people have the 
skills, determination and attitude to really thrive in the work environment. To achieve a Gold Award, 
participants must complete a 12-month volunteering section, a 12-month physical and skills section, a 
four day/three night expedition and a five day away from home residential activity section. Once all the 
above is completed, a participant will complete and achieve their Gold Award.

Peter Westgarth, Chief Executive of The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, said: “The Award is a springboard 
for young people to a positive and productive future, for both life and work. Companies have told us 
that employees who do their DofE go on a life-changing journey as the experience breeds confidence, 
strengthens character, develops skills they never thought they were capable of and transports them out 
of their comfort zones. It’s only then that real personal growth happens and shapes a young person’s 
prospects for life. The achievement of the Travis Perkins apprentices today should not be overlooked – 
it’s an honour to congratulate them and wish them well for an exciting time ahead.”

Five employees from across Travis Perkins plc have  secured a prestigious 
Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award (DofE). All five completed the programme 
in 2017 and were presented with their certificates at St James’s Palace 
on behalf of HRH The Earl of Wessex.

GIRLS GET GOLD
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CALLING PLUMBING PIPE PROS
REHAU is inviting professionals from the building service industry to register for 
a CPD from the refreshed 2017/2018 REHAU CPD programme. 

Many of REHAU’s 
professional courses are 
accredited by CIBSE, 

including the latest addition to 
the 2017/18 programme; Polymer 
Pipe for Heating and Plumbing. 
This new seminar covers how 
polymer pipes can be used in 
different installations, using 
the example of REHAU’s new 
RAUTITAN pipe, and the learning 
programme is fully approved by 
CIBSE.

Alongside the new polymer pipe 
CPD, REHAU’s packed CPD offering 
for 2017/18 includes seminars on 
District Heating and Heat Networks, 
an Introduction to Renewable Heat, 
Ground Source Heating, Ground-air 
Heat Exchangers, an Introduction 
to Subsurface Heating and Cooling, 
Thermally Activated Building Structures, 
Chilled Ceiling systems, Innovative uses 
of Cable Trunking, and Polypropylene 
Sewer Pipe and Chambers.

All of the courses are free for 
attendees, and are hosted at the 
customer premises. 

“CPD is an important part of every 
professional’s career development 
but it’s difficult to make time – and 
funds – available for it. That’s why we 
offer a varied programme of seminars 
for professionals, covering the key 
topics we are most often asked about,” 
concludes Tony Harbour, Senior 
Commercial Manager at the REHAU 
Hub.   “It’s a CPD but for busy people, 
and the best part is that it‘s insight and 
learning, and its industry accredited.”

For further details on CPD seminars 
available from REHAU, visit www.rehau.
uk/hub
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With noise induced 
hearing loss being one 
of the most prevalent 

occupational diseases, affecting 
1.4 million workers in the EU 
and costing 1.4 billion Euros 
annually, BAM Nuttall is trialling 
the Eave Work Bluetooth Ear 
Defenders. Designed to protect 
hearing, while allowing clear 
communications in heavy industry 
environments such as construction 
and marine engineering, the 
ear defenders adapt to their 
surroundings, separating speech 
from background noise. 

New “eara” 

Industry leading civil engineering 
contractor BAM Nuttall is  
continuing to explore innovative 
construction site equipment  
and techniques with a trial of a  
dynamic hearing protection  
solution from health and safety 
technology company Eave.

FOR CONSTRUCTION 
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“We are always interested in 
innovative construction solutions and 
have been trialling the Eave Work 
Bluetooth Ear Defenders on one of 
our large London sites recently,” says 
Colin Evison, Head of Innovation at 
BAM Nuttall. “Following the pilot, the 
feedback so far has been very positive. 
The ear protectors cut down on loud 
background noise, while enhancing 
voice, allowing for easy communication 
without nullifying important audible 
safety signals such as alarms or sirens 
for example.”

The ear defenders have front and 
side facing beam forming microphones, 
combined with advanced audio 
algorithms, that make communications 
in noisy environments effortless. The 
headsets also integrate wirelessly into 
existing communications networks, 
allowing the pairing of smartphones 
or walkie-talkies for easily heard 
conversations in a noisy environment.

“We have developed this technology 
over the last year and have been testing 
it in heavy industries where hearing loss 

could be an issue,” explains Eave CEO 
and founder David Greenberg. “I come 
from a medical device background, 
having worked with hearing aids as 
a clinical audiologist. Loss of hearing 
is caused by getting old or exposure 
to loud noise. The latter is 100% 
preventable which is why we developed 
the Eave Work Bluetooth  
Ear Defenders.”

“Our defenders enhance soft sounds, 
such as voice, while protecting against 
high intensity noise. It’s important, 
however, to make sure that there is still 
an appropriate level of background 
noise to ensure that operatives remain 
safe. Over protection from noise can be 
a health and safety risk too.”

As well as protecting hearing and 
facilitating clear communications the ear 
defenders also record noise data which 
can be accessed online. When paired 
with bluetooth beacons a sound map 
can be produced, highlighting the levels 
of noise across the site at different times 
of the day.



As businesses in the UK become more 
aware of the impact that alcohol and 
drugs have on safety and productivity 

in the workplace, many have implemented 
professional procedures for testing employees 
for both substances. 

Whether this is regular or random screening, 
companies have found that adopting a testing strategy 
has resulted in benefits such as lower absenteeism, 
a decrease in staff turnover and, of course, a safer 
working environment for everyone. 

However, setting up a best practice policy extends 
to more than putting in place a screening strategy and 
conducting tests professionally. The best employers 
recognise they have a moral responsibility beyond a 
test result to make sure staff who require help receive 
the appropriate level of support.

So what should an employer do if a member of staff 
returns a positive test? A good policy should include a 
clear set of predetermined consequences. Depending 
on the severity of the situation, some employees could 
be asked to stop working for a short period of time 
or be suspended pending further investigation, whilst 
others could face instant dismissal. But what should an 
employer’s obligation be beyond this? And what can 
they do if they suspect an individual is struggling with 
addiction?

The signs that someone is suffering from drug or 
alcohol addiction might not always be immediately 
apparent. Symptoms could present themselves 
gradually and become progressively worse over 
time. Erratic behaviour, consistent absenteeism, a 
deterioration in physical appearance and personal 
grooming habits, and relationship problems are all 
examples of the effects of drugs and alcohol abuse.

Lee Ali, Head of Medical at Broadway Lodge – a 
treatment centre for addiction, and the first in Europe 
to set up a treatment centre based on the 12-step 
model – explained:

“It’s important to realise that people from all 
different backgrounds can be affected. Simply 
taking drugs or drinking alcohol does not mean 
you will have a problem with addiction as the issues 

Testing Time
Suzannah Robin, an alcohol and drug safety expert at AlcoDigital, has 
helped numerous companies across the UK with their testing policies 
and procedures.   Here she explains what to do if an employee tests 
positive for alcohol or drugs, and discusses how to identify and  
support individuals who are struggling with addiction.

surrounding substance abuse are much more complex.   
Unfortunately, alcohol and drug addiction are still 
regarded as big taboos and those suffering are often 
pigeonholed by society as ‘down and outs’ or ‘losers’. 
What many people don’t realise is that addiction is 
a mental health issue and illness. It can be triggered 
by numerous factors including stress, bereavement, 
relationship problems and financial difficulties. It 
is definitely not a lifestyle choice or an inability to 
maintain self-control or willpower.”

Charlie, who had suffered from drug and alcohol 
addiction, including cocaine abuse, for years, was 
helped by his new employer to access the services 
of Broadway Lodge. He said:  “I had a normal, good 
upbringing. I wasn’t around abuse in any form or 
around alcohol or drugs at a young age – taking drugs 
never occurred to me. I had some university offers 
to study graphic design, but I didn’t take them up 
because I didn’t want to move away from the girl I had 
been in a relationship with for five years.   When the 
relationship broke down, it sent me into a spiral. Taking 
drugs became a weekend thing. But I knew it could 
get out of hand, so I set little markers for myself - ‘I 
won’t buy it, just take it if someone offers’, ‘I won’t take 
any home’ and so on. But slowly I started to cross the 
line. I was spending all my salary on drugs and alcohol 
and leaning on credit cards to get through the month. I 
had a job at a media agency, but it was a high pressure 
environment and I had no idea what I was doing. I was 
hardly sleeping and depressed all the time. The doctor 
prescribed antidepressants, but they affected the high 
I got from cocaine so I shut them away in a drawer.

I left my job, but the pattern repeated itself with two 
or three more jobs over the next few years. I started 
to have hallucinations and delusions and one time I 
thought I had been raided. I had asked my parents 
‘where are the police?’. I completely broke down when 
they told me nothing had happened. That spurred me 
on to get clean.

Broadway Lodge taught me to access a ‘higher 
power’, which for me was music, art and films. This 
inspired me to release my EP, Waking Up.   “Things are 
now really good with my family and work. I’ve been 
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very open at work so that if anyone else is struggling, 
they know they can get help.”

Charlie is just one of the hundreds of people 
who have been helped thanks to funding from their 
employer. Caroline Cole, interim CEO at Broadway 
Lodge, said:

“We are predominantly funded through statutory 
sources, receiving referrals from local authorities. We 
also accept private clients who may fund their own 
treatment or be funded through their employer or a 
sponsor.

“Unfortunately, only two percent of people requiring 
treatment for drug dependency are offered the 
chance of funded residential rehabilitation. We are 
actively seeking to diversify our funding mix so we 
can offer our life-saving programmes to as many 
people as possible. Partnering with companies, such 
as AlcoDigital, is just one of the ways we are hoping to 
achieve that.”

There’s still a great amount that needs to be done 
to continue addressing and raising awareness of 
alcohol and drug abuse, particularly in the workplace. 
Employers are starting to lean more towards 
implementing best practice testing policies and 
procedures as part of their health and safety standards. 
The next step is to ensure we aren’t simply trying to 
make a problem ‘disappear’ by handing over a P45, 
but are educated enough to recognise and deal with 
addiction and help individuals on the road to recovery.

Charlie

• AlcoDigital provides free 
reviews for companies looking 
to implement drug and alcohol 
policies. Please visit  
www.alcodigital.co.uk 
for more information.

“It’s important to realise that people 

from all different backgrounds  

can be affected“

https://www.alcodigital.co.uk/
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CONTRACTOR  
OF THE MONTH

The Builder’s Conference 
has launched a new 
feature on its updated 
website called Contractor 
of the Month.  The articles 
focus on businesses that 
are ambassadors for the 
sector, are great places to 
work and are dedicated 
to improving the image 
of construction including 
responding to the skills 
shortage with training 
programmes, working 
with the community and 
using innovative  
construction techniques.

Gorge Fabrications

Established in 1982, the company are based in 
the Midlands but supply nationwide.

The business work across a range of sectors including 
Education, Leisure, Retail, Multi-storey Car Parks, Health, 
Industrial, Offices, Residential and Refurbishment and are 
known for their fast response times to providing highly 
accurate quotes, and provide proactive value engineering 
advice to help customers meet budgets and strict delivery 
programmes.

Proud to enjoy nearly 95% of work from repeat customers, 
they have been preferred suppliers to Morgan Sindall and ISG 
Retail for many years and count some of the other biggest 
UK Main Contractors as clients including Vinci, BAM, Sisk and 
Lakehouse - as well numerous regional based contractors.

Gorge Fabrications is a structural steelwork specialist,  
designing, detailing, manufacturing and installing  
up to 1000 tonnes in a single visit.

http://gorgefabs.co.uk/
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Gorge’s capabilities encompass a wide range of categories 
as defined by the British Constructional Steelwork 
Association and includes medium/small span portals and 
low and medium rise buildings up to 15 storey.  They also 
specialise in:

• Large span trusswork
• Tubular steelwork
• Architectural steelwork
• Refurbishment and lighter fabrications  

such as fire escapes.    

“Gorge Fabrications are one of a small number 
of “Preferred” supply chain members appointed by 
Morgan Sindall Northern Home Counties regional 
office. This is a reflection of the high standard of work 
they have achieved and level of support they have 
given us over many years.”

G. Norris, Morgan Sindall 

“The onsite workers were polite, helpful and kept a 
very high standard of workmanship and their H&S was 
excellent. All requests for information were responded 
to quickly and closed out.”

P. Rainbow, Morgan Sindall 

“Gorge Fabrications Ltd took over the full design of 
the structural steel frame and completed it to a very 
high standard including extensive Value Engineering 
prior to supplying and installing the frame. 
Installation team was very professional. I’m actively 
looking to use them on my next project”.

M. Glanville, ISG Construction 

 
POSITIVE ABOUT THE FUTURE
Gorge have a commitment to encouraging future talent 
into their business and the sector as a whole and are 
always seeking to cultivate relationship with local education 
providers to offer students work experience, mentoring 
or career talks which may hopefully lead to a permanent 
placement. Gorge believe in giving youth a chance, best 
highlighted by its own Production Director starting out in the 
factory 20 years ago as an apprentice and now is a  
full board director.

They are upbeat and positive about the future:

“Gorge believe its continual ability to innovate and 
employ the latest technology and standards internally 
and on-site, has enabled the business to keep sustainably 
adding customer value. This reputation means the 
company keeps getting re-instructed on new projects.”

Dr Bali Gill, Managing Director
 

AN EYE ON INNOVATION
Intellectual Property development and innovation is at the 
very centre of Gorge’s ability to continually deliver long 
term value to its clients.  An example of this is the software 
investment the business has made to their internal  
estimating platform. 

Their product (see www.autoestimator.com) is used 
exclusively for material take offs of both hot rolled and cold 
rolled steel. It enables a very high level of accuracy and cost 
control to be delivered by Gorge’s Estimators, ensuring more 
competitive and faster quotes, and consequently better 
quality programmes for customers with fewer changes

https://www.steelconstruction.org/bcsa/
http://www.autoestimator.com/
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PROJECT: Erdington Leisure Centre, Birmingham 
£700k Steelwork for brand new sport and leisure centre

PROJECT: Archway House, Canary Wharf, London E14  
£1.5m Office refurbishment and extension using 
structural steelwork package

Gorge were appointed by ISG Plc on this brand new sport 
and leisure facility in Birmingham. The building comprises 
state of the art gym, a 25m pool, full range of workout classes, 
modern changing rooms, plus sauna and steam rooms.

Engaged via a JCT contract, Gorge provided the detailing, 
manufacturing and erection of the hot rolled structural 
steelwork package. The programme also consisted of cold roll 
purlins fittings, painting steelwork over the swimming pool, 
placement of pre-cast concrete blanks, metal decking and 2 
precast stair cases over 4 flights of stairs.

CLIENT: Lambeth Council   Engineer: O’Connor Sutton 
Cronin & Associates Ltd   Architects: TTSP

Working for Main Contractor Buxton Building Contractors, 
Gorge were appointed to complete the extension to Archway 
House in London.  They provided design, fabrication, off-site 
intumescent painting and the installation of the structural 
steel frame.

ENGINEER: Nolan Associates   ARCHITECT: Calderpeel

IC  CONTRACTOR

FEATURED
PROJECTS 



If you are interested in appearing as a future Contractor of 

the Month please contact: Nicola Dibb –  Email

Tunsgate Quarter offers something new for Guildford. 
A unique combination of premium fashion shopping 
and contemporary dining in one destination situated 
between the historic High Street and medieval castle.

Gorge were appointed to deliver the design, 
manufacturing and installation of the structural steel 
frame.

CLIENT: Merseyside Pension Fund / Queensberry Real 
Estate   Main Contractor: ISG PLC.   Engineer: Jubb 
Consulting Engineers Ltd.   Architect: Lyons Sleeman 
Hoare Architects.
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PROJECT: Multi storey Car Park, 
Stoke on Trent £600k  
New 2 storey car park

Gorge were appointed on a JCT Design & 
Build basis for this 2 Storey Car Park Project. This 
involved the full Design, Detailing (using of CAD), 
Fabrication and Erection of the core Structural 
steelwork package. Including the delivery of 
the metal stair cases, ramps, metal decking, 
cladding, concreting floors, fire doors and safety 
barriers.

The project was delivered within programme 
and cost.
ENGINEER: HBL Associates

PROJECT: Tunsgate Quarter 
Retail Shopping Centre Development  £700k

Please visit gorgefabs.co.uk 
for more information.

mailto:nicola%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=
mailto:nicola.dibb@buildersconf.co.uk
mailto:Nicola.dibb%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=
mailto:Nicola.dibb%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=
http://www.gorgefabs.co.uk/
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If you would like to offer support to the CYT or help run a 
training programme please get in touch with  
Nicola Dibb on 020 8770 0111

Builders’ Conference Charity Construction Youth Trust report on the 
brilliant fundraising at the BC Live Awards 2017. 

We were delighted to be the chosen 
charity at this year’s Builders’ 
Conference Live Awards, hosted in 

the beautiful Savoy Hotel and organised by 
Connect In Events. The event was bigger than 
ever; a wonderful lunch enjoyed by everyone.

Industry representatives showed their generosity 
once again by raising the amazing £2,300 for the 
Trust. Their support will enable us to continue 
helping young people from diverse backgrounds to 
overcome barriers and gain access into employment 
opportunities in the construction industry.

The networking event was also a great opportunity 
to raise our profile within the industry, meet 
interesting people and inform them of our work with 
young people. Thomas Glover, our Schools and 
FE Manager shared the story of Prince, one of our 
former students. Prince was an unemployed young 
father of twins struggling to find a job. Through our 
course, we helped him gain the necessary skills and 
knowledge but also, gave him the chance to network 
with employers and impress them by his diligence 
and commitment. Prince is now an apprentice, honing 
his site management skills, whilst completing his 
Construction Management degree at Westminster 
University.

Carol Lynch, CEO at Construction Youth Trust 
commented: “We are so grateful to Builders’ 
Conference and their members for their support at 
such an inspiring awards event and we look forward to 
work with their amazing team again in the future.”

Accent on Youth

http://www.constructionyouth.org.uk
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What do CYT do for young people?

▹ Raise awareness of opportunities in the industry

▹  Provide work experience placements within  
 the industry

▹  Provide access to training and employment  
 opportunities

▹  Increase their confidence and aspiration

▹  CSCS card training and support

▹  Taster days and basic trade skills training 

▹  Challenge and change perceptions of the  
 industry amongst young people, their  
 teachers and parents

KEY FACTS 

•  Construction Youth Trust is a registered    
 charity working with young people to help  
 them access training, education and employment 
 opportunities in construction and the built environment.

•  Mace and the Mace Foundation have been working  
 with the Construction Youth Trust for many years  
 inspiring the next generation into the 
 construction industry. 

•  The 2017 summer Budding Brunels programme was  
 held on Mace’s East Village project, a complex  
 residential build and the University of East  
 London Stratford Campus. 

•  20 Mace employees volunteered their time to 
  support the programme. 

•  18 students attended the programme. 

•  28% of students who participated were female. 

•  83% of students who participated were  
 from BAME (Black/ Asian/Minority Ethnic) 
 backgrounds. 

•  4 students applied for Mace’s Apprenticeship  
 programme. 

•  5 students secured work experience with Mace. 
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The long established Builders Conference Christmas  
networking event at the Savoy got a make-over in  
December with the launch of the all new BC Live Awards

NEW LOOK 
BC LIVE AWARDS 2017 

Nicola Dibb, Marketing and Business Development Manager at the Builders Conference reports

The Builders’ Conference annual Christmas 
networking event was held once more 
in the beautiful ballroom of the Savoy 

Hotel, London.  Superbly delivered by Connect 
In Events, the construction sector’s event 
management specialist, the afternoon followed 
a brand new format, giving the occasion a 
more vibrant and upbeat feel. Five new award 
categories were independently judged as well 
as the ultimate accolade for the Main Contractor 
who topped the BC Live League table 2017 for 
the highest value of contract awards secured  
in the year.  

The Builders’ Conference have traditionally held a 
‘luncheon’ in December every year for the last 50 years 
and this year decided to evolve the event into a one 
more focused on celebrating successes from across the 
construction sector from innovation to supporting future 

talent through apprenticeship schemes. Also this year, the 
chosen charity was the Construction Youth Trust and the 
audience heard from Thomas Glover the Schools and FE 
Manager from the CYT who gave some really inspirational 
stories about the fantastic work the CYT do, encouraging 
young people to consider a career in construction and 
genuinely changing lives.

After a raffle and an impromptu auction, the afternoon 
raised nearly £2,300 for the Trust to support the brilliant 
work they do. 

The ceremony was hosted by BBC Broadcaster, Mike 
Shaft with guest speaker Gerald Ratner who was hilarious 
recounting his tales of the ‘mistake’ that led to the 
wiping of £500m from the value of his jewellery company 
overnight in 1991.  He lamented that he was considered 
‘unemployable’ for years but the audience was hanging 
on his every word and so pleased to hear about his 
current healthclub venture taking off. 
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The BC Live 2017  
shortlist and winners are: 

The Innovation Award:
1. Builders Profile
2. IRFTS Easy Roof Solutions
3. ShapeDo
4. The JCB Hydradig
5. SiteStak

WINNER: JCB HYDRADIG 

Excellence In Site Delivery Award
1. Kind & Co 
2. Downwell Demolition
3. SDC

WINNER: KIND & CO 
FOR SINGLEGATE PRIMARY SCHOOL

http://www.kind-build.com/
https://www.jcb.com/en-gb/products/wheeled-excavators/hydradig
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BC LIVE AWARDS 2017 
Best Company Apprenticeship Scheme Award 
1. Fortem
2. Buxton Building Contractors 
3. MJ Hillson 

WINNER: BUXTON BUILDING CONTRACTORS

Best Sub Contractor/ Supplier of the Year  
1. Downwell Demolition
2. JCB
3. Soils & Stone

WINNER: DOWNWELL DEMOLITION 

Best Contractor of the Year  
1. Kier Group
2. Logan Construction 
3. MJ Hillson
4. Morgan Sindall 

WINNER: MORGAN SINDALL 

BC Live League Award  
1. BAM Construct UK
2. Galliford Try
3. Kier Group
4. Morgan Sindall Group  
5. Sir Robert McAlpine 

WINNER: KIER GROUP 

https://construction.morgansindall.com/
http://www.downwell.co.uk/
http://www.buxtonbuilding.co.uk/
http://http://www.kier.co.uk/
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ON TWITTER

Commenting after the 
event, Neil Edwards CEO of 
Builders’ Conference said:
“All the team were excited about 
the new format this year and there 
is no doubt that Penni Pennington 
from Connectin helped by Nicola 
Dibb really put together a fantastic 
event.  It was very slick and 
professional from the lighting and 
the music to the graphics and 
twitter wall.  We have received 
some great  feedback with many 
people enjoying the networking 
and saying it was an excellent kick 
off to their Christmas festivities 
.  We hope that extending the 
awards  categories will encourage 
more organisations to celebrate 
the successes across the sector and 
embrace the new focus the industry 
is receiving from the Government. 
I am very proud  that it was such a 
fabulous event which also raised 
money to help encourage our future 
workforce through the Construction 
Youth Trust – we can’t wait to do it 
all again next year!      

With special thanks 
In addition to congratulating all of our wonderful winners and 
nominees The Builders' Conference wouldwould like to give special 
thanks to our generous sponsors for helping make the 
event such a success:

HEADLINE SPONSOR: The Construction Index
BSV Recruitment, My Console, Switch 2IT, Builders Profile

“It really was such a great opportunity for the 
Trust , not only in bringing in funds for our 
work supporting hard to reach young people 
but also to raise our profile within the industry.  
Thank you so much” 

Maria Tsionou Construction Youth Trust 

“It has been a pleasure working with Neil and 
his team at the Builders’ Conference in  
rebooting their annual Christmas event.  It 
was a hard task changing the format of the 
event without alienating the members and 
guests that have previously attended but 
from the feedback we have received it has 
been a huge success. The team at Connect In 
Events are now looking forward to developing 
the event in 2018 and growing it into a must 
attend event within the construction sector” 

Penni Pennington Connect In Events

http://www.constructionyouth.org.uk/
https://www.connectinevents.co.uk/
http://www.theconstructionindex.co.uk/
http://www.myconsole.co.uk/
https://switch2it.co.uk/
http://www.buildersprofile.co.uk/
http://www.bsvrecruitment.co.uk/
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Julie White CEO - D-Drill

In my blog this month I am focusing on a huge 
piece of news that has had major implications 
for all areas of the construction industry in the 

UK. - the collapse of Carillion – a massive player 
in the construction industry in the UK and behind 
some of the biggest contracts across the country.

The fall out has been far reaching requiring 
Government intervention and industry-wide reaction and 
support to those affected.

While many issues were individual to Carillion, what it 
highlights again to me – and to others in our sector – is 
that construction in the UK continues to live right on the 
edge when it comes to profit margins. 

It’s understandable, to a degree. The client wants 
to drive down price on the main contractor and it, in 
turn, looks to make savings with each of the sub and 
specialist contractors it uses to deliver a job.

“Great,” thinks the client, “That was good value.” 
But at what cost?

I am writing this at the start of February – the time 
of year when social media goes into meltdown over 
the film Groundhog Day as the famous movie is based 
around the repeated events of February 2.

And, quite honestly, it feels a bit like that in this 
situation as we have this debate about margins and slow 
payment yet again.

We, in the industry, have to work together to avoid the 
race to the bottom – we have to work as a supply chain 
with the client to deliver value and efficiency but we 
have to make sure we build in sustainable margins when 
we are quoting for work.

If we don’t then, quite honestly, we will see more and 

more companies going the way of Carillion.  
I, like so many other specialist contractors, want 

to be able to earn an honest margin in order to be 
able to invest in the latest technology, in training & 
apprenticeships and in the business as whole.

We are not talking about massive amounts here, but 
enough to remove some of the risk that comes every 
time you take on a job that you know doesn’t have any 
room for financial manoeuvre. 

Of course, add to that the staple ingredient of late 
payment and it’s a recipe for cashflow disaster. And that 
is when businesses start to fail. 

But it requires the industry – and its client-base – to 
work together or we risk losing more great businesses that 
simply can’t survive if we carry on as we are.

Perhaps we need to look further afield to our 
construction colleagues around the globe and learn some 
lessons from them about their processes and how  industry 
has adapted to insulate themselves from this issue?

Or maybe many overseas are in the same situation 
that we find ourselves in still in the UK where companies 
chase so hard for contracts that we end up in a race to 
the bottom – delivering projects for cost or, worse still, 
at a loss just to bring the work in?

It’s an issue that I am sure will never be fully resolved 
but my genuine belief is that we can come close to 
solving it if we create the right atmosphere for dialogue 
between all parties involved. 

It has to start with the client and educating them that 
cheapest is not necessarily best and that picking up the 
pieces of a failed contractor is going to be more costly 
than paying a bit more from the outset.

Bidding culture 
under the spotlight  

BLOG Get it off your chest

▪ Got something to say about the construction industry?  Some knowledge to share, a burning issue or challenge that is causing you frustration?   
Why not write a few words about it for the monthly Builders’ Conference blog?   Talk to us about your blog ideas – Email

INSIDE CONSTRUCTION  | MARCH  2018

Julie White, MD of D-Drill reflects on the Carillion collapse and how 
we should address the culture of low profit margins to avoid future 
construction Companies going the same way

mailto:Nicola.dibb%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=


http://www.switch2it.co.uk
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